Let X be a uniformly convex space and >A be the inverse function of the modulus of convexity £(•)• Assume here that 41 is a concave function. Let V be a linear subspace of X and let / in X be such that ||/|| = 1 = mini||/-v|| : v € V\. Then for 0 < S < 1 and for v in V with ||/-v\ < 1+8, it follows that \v\ < K ■ 4>(S).-
such that 0 < Sxie) < 8(f) for 0 < e < 2 and 1 < lim inff_0 8(e)/8j(e) < «..
Then i/f is concave and continuous.
Let V be a subspace of X, and let / be in X such that ||/|| = 1 and 0 is the best approximation for / by elements of V. A question of some practical interest is that of how fast the "nearly best approximations" v in V,
with If -v\\ < 1 + 8, approach 0 when 8 -» 0.
This note considers also the analogous question for subspaces V of
CiT, X), T compact, and gives estimates for ||t>|| in terms of the function df. Theorem 1. The diameter DiC) of every convex subset C of the spherical shell Ri8): = \x e X -. I -8 < ||%|| < 1} is < dA.8).
A result of this type was given by Fan and Glicksberg [2] , but they did not relate the bound on DiC) to the modulus of convexity.
Proof. From (1) it follows that Sie) > SQ for e > <A(80). So, ||*|| < 1, ||y|| < 1, and ||(x + y)/2|| > 1 -8 imply ||* -y|| < <A(S).
Let C be a convex subset of R(S). Then for x, y £ C, x 4 y> the segment [x, y] is in R{8). Define y^ : = x + 0(y -x). Then ||x|| < 1, ||ye|| < 1, and ||(x + y^)/2|| > 1 -8 for 0 < 6 < 1. Since X is uniformly convex this last inequality is strict for all 6 with at most one exception 6Q. Thus we obtain flx -ye\\ < </<( §) for all 6 4 6Q and by continuity also for 6Q. Since x, y in C ate arbitrarily chosen, D(C) < ip\S) is proved.
Theorem 2. Let V be a linear subspace of X, let f be in X such that ||/1| = 1 = roin{||/-v|| : v £ V\. Then for 0<8< 1 and all v £ V with \\f -v\\ < 1 + 8 it follows that \\v\\ < 2iff(8).
Proof. The set C : = {v £ V : \\f -v\\ < 1 + 8\ is a convex subset of the shell \x £ X : 1 < ||x -/1| < 1 + 8\. Using Theorem 1 to estimate the diameter of C, we obtain
Ml -Ik -o|| < D^ < (i + 5)"Mi -i/(i + 8))
Let Pw be the metric projection on V, i.e. the mapping which assigns to each / in X its best approximation Pv(f) by elements of V. It is well known that P" is uniformly continuous on bounded sets [5, p. 17]. From Theorem 2 we can obtain bounds for the modulus of continuity of P". The number h is in the range m + 1 < h < n + 1. For X a real Hilbert space one can choose ifA.8) = 8 if dim X = 1 and if/{8) = 28^ if dim X > 2. We note that C is norm-isomorphic to the Euclidean R2. The space V of the polynomials of degree < n has the interpolation property (P ,) in the real as well as in the complex case.
So we obtain from Theorem 3 the following Corollary 2. Let T be a compact subset of R (or C) with at least n + 2 points and let V be the space of polynomials of degree < n restricted to T.
Let f be in C{T, R) {or C{T, Q) such that \\f\\ = 1 = min{||/-v||, v £ V\.
Then there exists a number K dependent on T, n and f, such that for all v in V with ||/-i>|| < 1 + 8 it follows that \v\\ < K ■ 8 (or \\v\\ < KSH).
In the real case this is a result of Freud [3l. The complex case improves a result of Poreda, who proved in [4] only ||f|| = 0(8^) for 0 < /3 < V2.
Now we show that the estimate (3) is sharp in the sense that the function iff may not be replaced by another one iff. such that iff ,(8)/ift{8) -► 0 as 8 -* 0. We make the hypothesis that iff is concave and sharp in the following sense: There exists a constant K > 0 such that for all x in X and x e X with || x || = 1 = ||x|| = x x, from ||y|| = 1 + 8 and x*(x -y) = 0 it follows that ||y-x|| > KifKS).
We note that Hilbert-spaces have this property, when iff is specified as before Corollary 2. So the estimates of the corollary are sharp.
To prove the sharpness of (3) Since X has finite dimension there exist x. in X so that ||x.| = 1 =
x.x.. We put fit.) = x. and extend / to an element of CiT, X) such that for 
